
So far, 3 different types of rare telomere

translocations have been described: telomere-

telomere or telomeric associations, centromere-

telomere, and acentric fragment- telomere (Reddy

and Murphy 2000; Josifova et al. 2006).

The centromere-telomere type fuses a whole-arm

by its centromeric edge with the telomere or termi-

nal band of a receptor chromosome and may result

in a pseudodicentric chromosome. As a constitu-

tional anomaly, it has been typically observed in

patients whose karyotype includes, in addition to

the fusion derivative, an isochromosome for the

other arm of the translocation chromosome.

Hence, these patients have a pure trisomy for

a short arm, such as 4p, 5p, 7p, 9p, 10p, 12p, and

20p (for review, see Rivera et al. 1999; Reddy and

Murphy 2000; Sidwell et al. 2000; Zahed et al.

2004). We further document here the heterogene-

ity underlying such a centromere-telomere fusion

by reporting on the translocation of a whole 22q

onto a duplicated 9p chromosome found in a girl

with a typical 9p trisomy syndrome.

The proband was a girl born to a 29-year-old

G1P0 mother and an unrelated 27-year-old father,

in the 35th week of an otherwise uneventful preg-

nancy. Birth weight was 1950 g, and Apgar scores

were 8 and 9. She sat at 12 months and began

walking at 25 months of age. At age 3 10/12 years,

her height was 98 cm (25th–50th centile), weight

was 17 kg (95th–97th centile), and head circum-

ference (OFC) was 45 cm (<3rd centile). Her main

clinical features were: moderate mental retarda-

tion, upslanting palpebral fissures, deep-placed

eyes, a bulbous nose with prominent bridge and
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Abstract. We report on a 3-year-old girl with a typical 9p trisomy syndrome, whose 45-chromosome karyotype

includes a 9p+. As assessed by G, C and Ag-NOR bands, the rearranged chromosome resulted from a 9p13→p24

direct duplication coupled with a translocation of the whole 22q onto 9pter, had heterochromatin at the junction

site, lacked both nucleolar organizing regions (NORs) and centromere dots at the unconstricted fusion point, and

was present in all metaphases scored. FISH results: a 9p subtelomere probe gave a diminished signal on the 9p+

precisely at the duplication junction 9p24::9p13, but no labeling was observed at the 9;22 translocation site;

a pancentromeric alphoid probe labeled all centromeres, and gave a distinct signal at the 9pter;22cen junction.

Hence, her karyotype was 45,XX,rea(9;22)(9qter→9p24::9p13→9p24::22p10→22qter).ish rea(9;22)(9psubtel+

dim,pancen+). Parental chromosomes were normal. The distinctiveness of the present centromere-telomere fu-

sion rests on the coupling of an intrachromosomal distal duplication with a whole-arm translocation including

alphoid DNA onto the duplicated segment. The centromeric inertia of the residual alphoid DNA in the present

case compares with the variable functional status of the chromosome 22 centromere in true heterodicentrics in-

volving such a chromosome.
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downward nasal tip, anteriorly rotated ears,

a down-turned mouth, dental crowding, a high-

arched palate, and mild trunk obesity.

The chromosomes of the proband and her par-

ents were studied on lymphocyte metaphases pro-

cessed for banding techniques and FISH.

The G-band analysis in the proband revealed

a 45,XX karyotype with a single chromosome 22

but including a 9p+ whose banding pattern was

consistent with a 9p13→p24 direct duplication

and a translocation of the whole 22q onto 9pter

(Figure 1A). The rearranged chromosome was

present in all metaphases scored (n30), exhibited

a primary constriction only at the chromosome

9 centromere, was never duplicated or dissociated,

and had constitutive heterochromatin (Figure 1A)

but lacked NORs and centromere dots at the fusion

point. In FISH results, a 9p subtelomere probe

(Vysis) gave a diminished signal on the rearranged

chromosome precisely at the duplication junction

9p24::9p13, but no labeling was observed at the 9;22

translocation site (Figure 1B); a pancentromeric

alphoid probe (Oncor) labeled all centromeres and

gave a signal at the 9pter;22cen junction (Figure 1B).

According to the ISCN (2005), the proband’s

karyotype was 45,XX,rea(9;22)(9qter→9p24::

9p13→9p24::22p10→22qter).ish rea(9;22) (9psubtel+

dim,pancen+). Parental chromosomes were normal.

The proband’s clinical phenotype was typical

of the 9p pure trisomy syndrome and consistent

with the assignment of 9p22 as the critical band

(de Pater et al. 2002).

Analogously to whole-arm translocations,

the rearrangement here called centromere-

telomere fusion has a significant breakpoint heter-

ogeneity as assessed by FISH analyses with

centromere, telomere, and subtelomere probes

(Zahed et al. 2004). At one end of the spectrum is

the translocation of a centromere-bearing whole-

arm (usually q) onto the telomere of a receptor

chromosome often coupled with the presence of a

monocentric isochromosome for the other arm. In

this rearrangement, the translocation derivative

exhibits both alphoid and telomeric sequences at

the translocation point, while the isochromosome

centromere may have a reduced amount of alphoid

DNA (e.g. cases 6 and 7 in Rossi et al. 1993;

Rivera et al. 1999). The other extreme is repre-

sented by the concurrence of an isodicentric or

dicentric isochromosome with a translocation of
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Figure 1. (A) Proband’s chromosomes 9 and 22 after G banding (2 cells) and C banding (1 cell). Note the apparent direct

9p13→p24 duplication as well as the whole 22q translocation including pericentric heterochromatin (arrows) onto 9pter.

The normal 22 chromosome is inverted. (B) Proband’s FISH results. A subtelomere 9p probe (left panel) gave a single

diminished signal at the duplication junction on the rearranged chromosome (long arrow); compare with the normal

9 chromosome (short arrow). A pancentromeric probe (middle and right panels) labeled both the active 9 centromere and

the inactive 22 centromere (arrowhead) on the rearranged chromosome.



most of the counterpart arm onto the receptor’s

telomere. In this situation, the isodicentric exhibits

2 alphoid signals, whereas the translocation deriv-

ative lacks centromere and telomere repeats at the

fusion site (e.g. Petit et al. 1998; Zahed et al.

2004).

Among the intermediate types, there have been

described cases in which the derivative has

telomere sequences but not alphoid DNA at the

junction site regardless of its concurrence (or lack

thereof) with a monocentric isochromosome

(Reddy and Murphy 2000; Krueger et al. 2001).

The counterpart intermediate type is illustrated by

the case presented here, in which the derivative re-

sulting from a translocation of a whole arm onto

a receptor’s terminal band has alphoid sequences

but not subtelomeric repeats at the junction site;

moreover, this translocation was coupled with an

intrachromosomal duplication of the receptor’s

chromosome encompassing the band (9p24) pre-

cisely involved in the translocation. Comparable

concurrences are scarce and consistently have had

a de novo origin. A 9p trisomy girl was found to

have a translocation of the 9p22→pter segment

onto a chromosome 4 with 4q32→q35 duplication

(Rivera et al. 1992); two 8p inverted duplications

were capped with an extraneous distal segment,

namely 8q or 18q (Fan and Sui 2001; Kostiner

et al. 2002), and 2 psu dic(Y;9) chromosomes had

a partial 9p duplication (de Ravel et al. 2004;

Vasquez-Velasquez et al. 2005).

As for the duplication type in the present

rea(9;22), the FISH findings can be consistent

with a direct duplication if we assume that the dis-

tal breakpoint was within the 9p subtelomere re-

gion and that the absence of a second more distal

9p subtelomere resulted from the translocation

breakpoint being proximal to it. Incidentally,

2 similar dicentric (Y;9) chromosomes with par-

tial 9p duplication were devoid of any 9p

subtelomere region (de Ravel et al. 2004;

Vasquez-Velasquez et al. 2005).
Finally, the presence of alphoid DNA at the

translocation site clearly separates this 22q
whole-arm translocation from the bulk of 22q
translocations with the breakpoint in the 22q11.2
region rich in low-copy repeats (Spiteri et al.
2003). Moreover, the centromeric inertia of this
residual alphoid DNA compares with the variable
functional status of the chromosome 22
centromere, which either remains fully active
(Callen et al. 1987; Zneimer et al. 2000) or is par-
tially inactivated (Roberts et al. 1977) in a few true
nonrobertsonian heterodicentrics involving such
a chromosome.
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